Five global climate models are used to estimate the local enhancement of Arctic warming attributable to sea ice retreat in B2-scenario greenhouse simulations. The models show a wide range of ice retreat, resulting in a corresponding range in the enhancement of warming. The enhancement is highly seasonal, varying locally from essentially zero in the summer to several degrees (°C) in the late autumn and early winter. Its magnitude increases with the threshold decline in ice concentration used to define retreat because higher thresholds better isolate the warming enhancement signal over ice retreat areas. A threshold of 20% ensures that all models in this study have enough ice retreat area to sample the enhancement because all start with ice concentrations at least that high over substantial northern hemisphere areas. All estimates are lower bounds because they do not account for advective effects.
Introduction
Global climate models have consistently indicated a polar amplification of greenhouse-driven warming, dating back to the earliest global model experiments of the 1970s (Manabe and Wetherald 1975) and continuing through the recent decade (e.g., ACIA 2004). A snow/ice albedo-temperature feedback triggered by an initial warming is among the factors that can contribute to a polar amplification of the near-surface warming. The decrease of surface albedo from 0.6 0.8 over snow-covered land or sea ice, to 0.1 0.3 over open ocean or bare land, will give strong leverage to an initial warming (or cooling) near the ice/snow margin, especially during spring and summer when insolation is strongest. This leverage suggests that an externally forced (e.g., greenhouse-gas driven) warming should be greatest over areas in which snow and ice disappear during the course of a climate change.
The 21 st -century reduction of sea ice is substantial in most greenhouse-driven simulations of climate by global models, and the retreat of sea ice is known to play a substantial role in their globally-averaged warming response, e.g., Rind et al. (1995) . The striking coherence of surface air temperature warming patterns over marginal ice zones observed in visualizations of the climate simulations used in the Arctic Climate Impact Assessment (ACIA 2004) , suggests that direct enhancement of Arctic warming by sea ice retreat may be quantifiable in terms of the difference between the warming of surface air temperatures over northern hemisphere areas of sea ice retreat and the warming over proximate areas. Insofar as such a differential warming is bound to be diluted by advection and perhaps other atmospheric processes, it represents a lower bound on the enhancement of warming by sea ice retreat. Nevertheless, this lower bound may serve as a starting point for quantitative assessments of the net contribution of local sea ice feedbacks to the polar amplification of greenhouse warming, and its calculation and analysis is the goal of this paper.
Models
The five models chosen for use in the ACIA are listed in Table 1 . They are all well documented in the published literature and were run to the year 2100 using the moderate B2 greenhouse gas emissions scenario (IPCC 2000) , which assumes medium growth (relative to the other harmonized climate change scenarios) in global population, GDP, energy use, etc. CO2 concentrations in all simulations vary with time according to observationally-derived values during a spin-up covering at least the latter portion of the 20 th century that culminates in a concentration of 370 ppm in the year 2000, and to the B2 scenario thereafter to the end of the 21 st century where it reaches approximately 600 ppm. Thus, each model begins its B2-prescribed CO2 forcing at the start of 2000, with 'effective' initial conditions for each being that model's simulated climate (including sea ice) for that time. The CCC model results are actually averages over three members of an ensemble of simulations that differed only by slight perturbations of the initial conditions. The three ensemble members evolved much more similarly to each other than to the simulations by the other models. Because all five models are fully coupled atmosphere-ocean-ice models, sea ice is free to respond thermodynamically and dynamically to atmospheric and oceanic forcing. 
Methodology
The 'raw' data for this numerical experiment consists of time series of monthly-average records from 1990 to 2100 of two-dimensional (2-D) surface air temperature (hereafter denoted as "air temperature") and sea ice concentration fields from all five ACIA models mapped onto a common global 2.5°grid. These are processed to obtain monthly time series of differential temperature anomaly (DTA), which are differences between air temperature changes from the models' present-day (1990 2000) climatologies area-averaged over regions of sea ice retreat and over proximate ice-free areas. Calculation of DTA is made on a calendar-month basis for each of the five models. The first step for each model-month is to create temperature anomaly (TA) and ice concentration anomaly time series spanning the 2001 2100 period. TA is calculated by subtracting the 2-D 1990's decadal mean air temperature from each 2-D record in the air temperature time series. Ice concentration anomaly time series are denoted by "DC" and are the percent difference in ice concentration from that m odel-month's year-2000 record from each 2-D record in its ice concentration time series, such that positive values indicate a decrease in ice concentration from the year 2000. Ice concentration is calculated with respect to complete coverage (unity or 100%), and therefore so is DC. A grid point with a DC value of 0.2 has undergone a reduction of sea ice coverage equal to 20% of maximum possible (complete) coverage, not a 20% reduction with respect to the initial year 2000 coverage. A grid point is considered to have undergone retreat when its DC value exceeds an arbitrary threshold (hereafter referred to as "retreat threshold"). Higher retreat thresholds delimit less ice-retreat area because they require greater decreases in ice concentration in order for grid points to be considered to have undergone sea ice retreat.
The next step for each model-month is the synthesis of TA and DC information to create scalar time series of area-averaged temperature anomalies. Each 2-D record in the DC time series is used to construct a "mask" for area-weighted averaging of its contemporaneous 2-D record in the TA time series. Masks delimit ice-retreat area over which to average TA by selecting those grid cells for which the difference in concentration is greater than some retreat threshold. Area-weighted averages of TA calculated over Northern Hemisphere (NH) regions of sea ice retreat will hereafter be denoted by TAretreat, and the regions over which they are averaged will be referred to as "ice-retreat". If TAretreat values evaluated over ice-retreat regions are in any way influenced by the retreat of sea ice, then they will be dependent upon retreat threshold, i.e., greater average retreat over the averaging region means greater influence from the process of ice retreat on the area-averaged air temperature anomaly. It is important to assess the functional sensitivity of TAretreat to variation in retreat threshold. Therefore, we calculate 101 separate TAretreat time series by areaweighted averaging the TA time series over 101 different NH ice-retreat regions delimited by successive application of the monotonically-increasing thresholds (DC)>0, 1, 2,..., 98, 99,and=100.
A "reference" scalar air temperature anomaly time series is constructed by area-weighted averaging TA over oceanic regions poleward of 50°N that are ice-free ocean in that model-month's year-2000 ice concentration field. This scalar air temperature anomaly time series will hereafter be denoted by TAno-ice, and the region over which it is averaged will be referred to as "ice-free". Note that it is not dependent upon retreat threshold. The final step for each model-month entails calculation of 101 DTA scalar time series by subtraction of contemporaneous elements of the TAno-ice time series from each of the 101 TAretreat time series. Note that this means that DTA can vary with retreat threshold. Processing all model-months yields 60 DTA data sets (12 months x 5 models), each set comprised of 101 monthly-average DTA time series that functionally depend on time ( ) and retreat-threshold (RT), i.e., DTA( ,RT)=TAretreat( , RT) TAno ice( ).
Results and Analysis
The entire GFD-November DTA data set is shown as a Hovmuller plot in Fig. 1 to illustrate DTA sensitivity to retreat threshold. Retreat threshold lies along the abscissa, and its 101 DTA time series are displayed in retreat-threshold order, each forming a column with contemporaneous elements horizontally synchronized. Note that the area of averaging decreases as the retreat threshold increases. The black region at high retreat thresholds indicates where the thresholds were so high that there was no area over which to average temperature anomaly. The ubiquity of DTA growth with retreat threshold throughout the record affirms the role of sea ice retreat in warming enhancement occurring over iceretreat regions for this model-month. Although this GFD-November example is typical of NH winter patterns in all the models, the strength of the correlation does vary seasonally. Nevertheless, we can state unequivocally that when and where sea ice retreat enhances warming, and the magnitude of the warming increases with retreat threshold.
All calendar-monthly DTA time series with retreat thresholds of 20% are collated for each model as Hovmuller plots, so that each vertical column of data in these plots is a DTA time series extracted from a plot similar to Fig. 1 . This threshold is chosen for illustration because all models experienced concentrations of at least 20% over substantial areas, while the areas of (for 
< 13.5 12.5 to 13.5 11.5 to 12.5 10.5 to 11.5 9.5 to 10.5 8.5 to 9.5 7.5 to 8.5 6.5 to 7.5 5.5 to 6.5 4.5 to 5.5 3.5 to 4.5 2.5 to 3.5 1.5 to 2.5 0.5 to 1.5 -0.5 to 0.5 -1.5 to -0.5 -2.5 to -1.5 -3.5 to -2.5 [Celsius] example) 50% and 80% ice retreat were small in the early decades for some of the models. Figure 2 contains two of these 'calendar-monthly' Hovmuller plots of DTA from the models most and least responsive to warming enhancement by sea ice retreat: the CCC model in panel (a) and the CSM model in panel (b). These two models, and the three not presented, all show a seasonal modulation of DTA, i.e., they sustain a seasonal cycle of warming enhancement with substantive warming by sea ice retreat (of ice-retreat areas relative to ice-free areas) during winter and negligible warming during summer.
This signal occurs throughout the DTA data, including the earliest years of the 21 st century when CO2 concentration was still close to its year 2000 value, due to sea ice retreat associated with interannual variation in the position of the polar ice edge (with respect to the reference fields). Therefore the first several years of the DTA data may perhaps be viewed as being representative of a seasonally modulated signal in quasi-dynamic equilibrium, i.e., not undergoing systematic changes other than from the seasonal cycle, prior to response to the B2-scenario greenhouse gas forcing. The time dependent response (inclusive of all feedback mechanisms) of the CCC model manifests as a nonlinear (with respect to the seasonal cycle) amplification of warming enhancement that is most intense during late autumn and early winter. Contrarily, the CSM model has no discernable centurial trend. The other three models' responses lie somewhere in between, with clearly defined warming enhancement increasing over time similar to that of the CCC model, but with smaller magnitudes and modest phase differences.
The CCC model started the B2 portion of the run with too little sea ice, and the CSM model with too much, with respect to validated satellite observations of sea ice extent made during the early years of the 21 st century. The CCC model then proceeded incurring the most sea ice retreat of any of the models, and CSM the least, through to the end of the runs in 2100. One explanation for the growth in warming enhancement experienced by the four models with the greatest sea ice retreat is that average ice concentration in the retreat region decreases with time, intensifying the influence of local retreat-related feedback processes. We conclude that the wide range of sea ice retreat observed in the ensemble of models directly corresponds with a wide range of warming enhancement by sea ice retreat. An ancillary point is that a realistically simulated seasonal cycle of sea ice distribution at the commencement of any GCM greenhouse gas forcing scenario (e.g., B2) is essential to a realistic simulation of greenhouse warming in the Arctic, because any estimates of warming in the Arctic include enhancements by sea ice retreat, which in turn is sensitive to the initial distribution of sea ice. This is consistent with the conclusion by Meehl and Washington (1990) that adequate representation of "the seasonal cycle is critical in the ice-albedo feedback process". Ensemble averages of model results tend to provide more realistic estimates than those from any single model, and a composite 'calendar-monthly' Hovmuller can be calculated by simple averaging of the 20% retreat threshold DTA data from all five models, i.e., those in Fig. 3 . The areas over which averaging was performed to obtain the values in Fig. 3 are regions of sea ice retreat from 2000 at a 20% retreat threshold (blue bars) and oceanic regions poleward of 50°N that were free of sea ice in 2000 (red bars). Surface air temperatures show increases in both regions during all seasons. The increases are larger during fall, winter, and spring, and very slightly less during summer, over areas of sea ice retreat than over ice-free areas. The winter maxima and summer minima signify the seasonality of warming, with that over ice retreat areas being much more pronounced. The weaker variation over ice-free areas may be due at least in part to advective leakage of heat from ice-retreat areas. The experiment design ensures that ice retreat (inclusive of all possible feedbacks and processes) is a leading reason for differences between the areas, and warming over iceretreat areas is by definition local. Therefore we conclude that enhancement of warming by sea ice retreat is highly seasonal, varying locally from essentially zero in the summer to 4 7 degrees (°C) in the late autumn and early winter.
Conclusions
This study has provided a preliminary assessment of the local enhancement of warming attributable to sea ice retreat in greenhouse simulations by five global climate models. Although the estimates presented here are lower bounds because they do not include advective effects, they provide a base upon which more comprehensive evaluations of sea-ice-albedo-temperature feedbacks can build. The main findings are the following: Sea ice retreat doesn't always enhance warming (e.g., summer), but when it does the magnitude of enhancement increases with the threshold used to define retreat because higher thresholds better isolate the warming enhancement signal over ice retreat areas. The models show a wide range of sea ice retreat, resulting in a corresponding range in the enhancement of warming by sea ice retreat. The model with minimal ice retreat not only provides little area for sampling of enhanced warming, but it also shows a weak sea ice signal irrespective of the threshold used to define retreat. The enhancement of warming by sea ice retreat is highly seasonal, varying locally from essentially zero in the summer to several degrees (°C) in the late autumn and early winter, when it is so strong that it clearly delineates areas of sea ice retreat. The major challenge to an assessment of this type is to account for the "leakage" of the enhanced warming that results from advection of the additional heat gained over newly ice-free ocean areas. Since some of this heat has already warmed areas that did not experience sea ice retreat in the model simulations, the sea ice contribution to the warming is underestimated by the methodology used here. Model experiments are planned with CCSM3 with advective fluxes evaluated across the boundaries between sea-ice-retreat areas and other areas, providing a means for the assessment of the full impact of sea ice retreat on the temperature of the Arctic. The results will be placed into a broader context of feedbacks (e.g., Alexeev 2003) .
